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 I decided to leave the story more open ended as it finished, because I did not want to go 

over my page limits too much.. An open ending sounded a lot better than an incomplete, abrupt 

one. The way I had intended it to end was with Delta using what he learned from the hobo to 

essentially become a robotic version of Batman, and end up a hero, possibly with some form of 

government agency trying to track him down after the incident in Japan. I felt that this was the 

best way to handle that given the requirements. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

  

 “All participants of this year’s World Cybernetics Showcase please prepare their creation 

for display. We will begin in thirty minutes.” 

 Trying to work their home field advantage here in Tokyo, team Japan was pulling out all 

the stops to take Best in Show at what is essentially the world’s biggest robotics competition, 

where teams from every major country gather to show who has the best technology. This year, 

Japan brought their experimental android, codename Delta, that at first glance would appear to 

be the most boring experiment at the showcase. Vaguely human shaped, and of similar stature, 

its durable titanium alloy shell glistened under the stadium lights. Beneath the dull exterior was 

some of the most advanced light refraction and hologram technology around, allowing Delta to 

not only render himself almost completely invisible to the naked eye, but also assume the 

appearance of anyone he might need to. Coupled with the added ability to alter his speech 

patterns to anything that may be required, Delta was engineered to be the ultimate infiltrator. 

 As the clock to showtime ticked down, two Japanese engineers were franticly working on 

Delta in an attempt to get him up and running at full power before they had to present him to the 

judges. They could not afford to present a machine that was only barely powered enough to 

work. 

 “I do not believe he will be ready in time, sir. Delta needs a lot of power to operate. What 

should I do?” 

 “It could cease to function immediately after the show for all I care, it must showcase its 

technology above all else! Our military may have laughed at our design, but we will both prove 

ourselves to them and uphold our honor, in one fell swoop!” 



 “I can give him a large surge of power, enough to last the demonstration and nothing 

more. But remember, his power core isn’t exactly what we would call stable…” 

 “Do it! We have come too far to fail.” 

 As the decision was made, the judges were just now starting to make their rounds. As the 

engineers swiftly gave Delta the burst of power directly to his core, something went awry. A 

brilliant flash emanated from the chest of the mechanical man, coupled with a pulse of electricity 

that knocked his creators off their feet. As team Japan act to onlookers as if this was intentional, 

they were unaware of the fact that they gave Delta more than power in their blunder, they gave 

him life. 

 With the surge of power frying a couple key components in his data banks, he was 

broken of his demonstration program and able to think for himself. Despite being low on energy 

before the blast, all the words spoken by the scientists beforehand were saved to memory, and as 

he played them back with his newfound ability to think he resented them. They cut corners. They 

treated him like a tool. He was no human’s tool. He wanted out of all this. 

 As the judges made their way over to team Japan’s station, Delta scanned every file in his 

memory looking for how to activate his functions. He knew that if he could figure himself out, 

his abilities would be perfect for doing what he felt was necessary, escaping.  

 “Ah, welcome judges! You are about to bear witness to revolutionary hologram 

technology, unlike anything the world has seen! Now please, activate Delta’s primary directive.” 

 At that moment, Delta vanished from sight. However, unbeknownst to everyone present 

was the fact that Delta was not doing this merely because he was given the order. He was getting 

out of there, and fast. 



 What everyone was aware of, was the rapid clanking sound of metal hitting the floor as 

Delta bolted. As team Japan scrambled to figure out where their own experiment went, their 

leader was left dumbstruck at the mercy of the judges. 

 “S...See? Gone before your very eyes!” 

 Unaware of where he was going, Delta made a mad dash to the closest exit from that 

room he could find, which led him to a hallway with rooms assigned to each team. These were 

labs, where they could work on finer details outside of the staging area. Losing control of his 

less-than-stable power core, his cloaking mechanism began to fade as he stumbled into one of the 

labs.  

 When he looked up, Delta was face to face with a lone member from team USA, on his 

way to meet the rest of his team. Before he could even consider calling for aid, Delta swiftly 

grabbed the terrified, bearded man by the throat and pinned him to the wall. With his other arm, 

he opened a nearby metal supply cabinet and threw the scientist inside as if he weighed nothing.  

 “I AM… SORRY.” 

 He closed the door, locked it, and with a quick blow, smashed the handle with his 

metallic fist. The man was innocent and had done him no harm, but it had to be done lest his 

cover be blown.  

 The scientist’s horrified face was enough for Delta to remake with his hologram function. 

His lab coat was equally simple. In mere seconds, he had assumed the identity of this individual 

who just so happen to be at the wrong place at the wrong time. Just a means to an end. 

 Upon his return to the staging area, the judges had already passed by team USA, and they 

no doubt did not succeed with one of their team members seemingly just now showing up. 



 “Where the hell have you been? I sent you to get those power cables an hour ago! How 

did you expect us to impress the judges with a damn paperweight?” 

 “I… got lost in the big crowd that formed when the judges came out. Place turned into a 

zoo in an instant.” 

 “Ugh… you are the most incompetent software engineer on the face of the planet, Smith. 

I’m bringing up this incident to the board of directors when we get back.” 

 “Of course, my apologies. When we return, will we be making any stops or are we 

heading straight to…” 

 “Los Angeles? Yes we are heading straight to the place we are from, as most people tend 

to do. Christ, you are really off today.” 

 With his destination revealed, he stuck close to his alleged “team members” all the way 

to the flight back to Los Angeles, California. As soon as they landed and entered the airport, 

Delta executed yet another escape. He slowed down his walking until he was at the back of the 

group, reactivated his cloaking, and in a flash he was gone once more.  

 When he hit the streets, he made it a point to analyze every human he could, as this was 

the drawback to his advanced tech. He could not make disguises from nothing. He needed a 

visual of some sort to add to the parts he could mix and match from his memory banks. His 

aimless wandering and scanning caused him to lose focus on where he was, and he unknowingly 

found himself in the middle of a busy street with a car headed straight for him. 

 Still invisible, the car hit him at full speed. His titanium frame was relatively undamaged, 

but the car, and more importantly his cloaking mechanism, far less so. With his cloaking 

disrupted, he was exposed. And the scene caused by the accident sure enough gathered a sizeable 

crowd. 



 “Oh my god, what is that?” 

 “Some kind of robot!” 

 “Where did it come from? Is it dangerous?” 

 “Look what it did to that car! It’s a monster!” 

 The crowd became angry at the sight of him, like he was an abomination. They threw 

whatever they had on hand at him. Called him names. Treated him like dirt for no reason. To 

Delta, this was team Japan behavior all over again, and he started to feel something foreign to 

him. Anger.  

 “NO. NOT A MONSTER.” 

 In his rage, he got to his feet and charged through the crowd, knocking anyone in his path 

aside. Again, he needed to flee. Needed some place to hide. Needed to formulate a plan.  

 Eventually he found himself in an alley, where he sat next to a trash bin and did nothing 

but consider the day’s events and run through them again and again. What went wrong? Are all 

humans like this? By the time he snapped out of his trance-like state it was already long past 

nightfall, and he could hear footsteps coming down the alley. His disguise functions were still on 

the fritz, so there was little he could do about this encounter. 

 The man who stumbled out of the shadows was coated in filth, with shabby, torn clothes 

and a coat full of holes that looked a few sizes too big. In his hand was a large bottle of alcohol, 

acquired from god knows where. He may have been hazy, but his inebriated eyes quickly spotted 

the metallic humanoid. 

 “Oh jesus, *hic* what the hell are you!?” 

 “I AM… AN ANDROID. MY CODENAME IS DELTA.” 



 “An android? Of course you are, you whackjob” as he takes another swig of his booze. 

“What are you doing down here anyway? This is my alley!” 

 “I DID NOT MEAN TO INTRUDE. THE HUMANS OUT THERE… TREAT ME 

LIKE TRASH. AND I BELIEVE… THEY ARE TRASH.” 

 “One thing you gotta know about people *hic*, is they’re all idiots! They hate things they 

don’t understand. I mean, look at me! They hate me and they don’t even know me!” 

 “PERHAPS THERE IS A WAY TO CHANGE THEIR MINDS?” 

 “Listen here, robot. The only way you’re gonna make an impression on these folks is to 

show ‘em you aren’t so bad. That might not work so well for *hic* a fella’ like me, but you! 

You’re a guy made out of metal! You can do things regular people can’t! Like protect the masses 

from themselves. It’s a big city ya know, and there’s always gonna be crime. Maybe the average 

joe could use some protection huh?” 

 “YOU SUGGEST I… STOP THIS “CRIME”? PROTECT HUMANS?” 

 “Why not? If anyone can do it, it’d probably be a big metal dude like you!” 

 The colorful local peers inside his now empty bottle. 

  “Ahhh dangit, I’m out.” 

 The man then sits down across from Delta in the alley, and pulls a flattened cardboard 

box over himself and immediately falls asleep as if nothing ever happened. 

 “THANK YOU FOR THIS NEW INSIGHT, HUMAN. TO THINK YOU WOULD BE 

WISER THAN ALL THE WORLD’S SCIENTISTS” 

With a more understanding mindset, Delta leaves the alley so that he may explore the city under 

the cover of night. Tomorrow he would undertake a new objective.  

 



  

 

 


